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Abstract
Sound is an important part of almost all media. In games, sounds are used to evoke intense
emotions in players. Studies has showed that music on its own can induce emotions. Sound
effects is another type of sounds that appear in games. However, do they contribute to the
emotional experience? Understanding this will help sound designers enhance scenes in future
video games. In this study, 23 participants were asked to conduct a test divided into two part.
In the first part they were tasked to listen to four sound effects of fire and choose attributes
from a predetermined list that they thought suited. Among these physical attributes were two
emotional attributes. In the second part, the subjects were tasked with choosing one of the
fours sound effects for a scenario with a positive emotion and motivate their choice. The
results show that no sound had neither positive nor negative as an emotional attribute. Of the
four sounds, two showed significance that emotion alone was an attribute for the sound. The
results from the second part showed that the subjects were divided in what motivated to
choose a sound. More than a third of the subjects based their choice only on if the sound
matched the emotion of the scenario presented while slightly less than a third based it only on
to fit the location. The last third based it on both emotion and location.
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Sound is an important part of almost all media we consume today. It´s value lies in the way it
can make a media experience emotional. Prior research has shown that music on its own induces
emotions on its own in the listener (Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008). When watching a film, both the
sound and music enhances the emotional experience (Cohen, 2001; Ekman, 2008). In games,
sounds are also used to evoke intense emotions in players (Toprac & Abdel-Meguid, 2010).
Music is not the only part of the soundtrack in games, there are also sound effects and dialog,
in addition to music (Parker & Heerema, 2008). These types of sounds can have an impact on
the emotions a player.
Sound effects, like music, can have many roles in games. The use of a sound effect can verify
a player’s action, for example when pressing a button, or it can also be used to make the players
vary of things in the game, for example steps can indicate of an enemy nearby. Sound effects
can also include ambience, which helps the player recognize in what setting they are or reinforce
a mood. Although all these types of sound are different elements, they all work to contribute to
the sound experience of a game (Collins, 2013). Are they, however, contributing to the
emotional experience? That is the main question for this research.

1. Background
1.1 Emotions
In order to understand its potential, we need to consider what is known about emotion and
music. To be able to understand how sounds induces emotions, several definitions of what “an
emotion” is have been proposed. An exact definition is still something that researchers do not
agree on, but they do agree on some general features or factors of what constitutes an emotion
(Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008). An emotion is a strong response that only lasts for a short time and
has a focus on a specific object, such as changes or events in the subjects internal or external
environment. This different from a mood which lasts longer and do not have a clear point of
focus. It is also important to understand that there are perceived or induced emotions. Perceived
emotions are the instances where a listener is able to recognize the emotions expressed by a
stimulus, for example recognizing the emotion in music with a minor key, for example, is likely
music meant to represent a sad expression. This does not necessarily mean that the listener feels
that emotion, just that they perceive and understand them. Induced emotions are the responses
that are evoked in a listener when listening to a stimulus. These types of responses are
subconscious and these exact emotions are felt by the listener.
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It is possible to categorize an emotional response as a cognitive appraisal, subjective feeling,
physiological arousal, expression, action tendency and regulation. Subjective feeling is that the
listener feels an emotion when they hear music and that they can report that that they do.
Physiological arousal is all the ways the body reacts when hearing music, for example the
temperature of the skin or heart rate. The expression reaction could be that music makes the
listener laugh or smile. Action tendency means that the listener reacts to music and performs a
certain action, for example moving. The regulation mechanism is the process when the listener
tries to adjust their own reaction to that of the music.
Ekman (2008) provides three features that further define emotions that is a part of the appraisal
theory. An emotion is caused when a person evaluates an event or change in relation to a goal.
This then causes the person to be ready to act in a way and the emotion is experienced as a
sensation, either positive or negative. Though Juslin and Västjäll (2008) argues that the
appraisal theory is not representative for music listening as that activity does not have a clear
goal. Therefore, the emotions induced by music do not have any significance for the listeners
goals in life. There are contexts where one might listen to music with a goal, such as playing a
video game. In these contexts, the appraisal theory and goal-oriented listening may be more
relevant. Juslin and Västjäll (2008) look beyond the appraisal theory for ways to explain how
music induces emotion.

1.2 Emotions from Music
Up until recently, research has focused on how listeners perceive music and not on how
emotions are brought on by music or what psychological mechanisms causes these emotions
(Juslin & Västfjäll, 2008). Juslin and Västfjäll explain that music induces emotion via six
psychological mechanisms. These mechanisms involved in that process are: brain stem reflexes,
evaluative conditioning, emotional contagion, visual imagery, episodic memory and musical
expectancy.
Brain stem reflexes refers to the mechanism where music induces emotion because of the
acoustical attributes of the music. These attributes signal the brain that a significant event is
happening. For example, a loud or dissonant sound could induce the listener with the feeling of
unpleasantness. The evaluative conditioning mechanism refers to when music induces an
emotion in the listener because it has repeatedly occurred and been paired with a negative or
positive stimulus. Music that has occurred repeatedly with an event that makes the listener
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happy will evoke that emotion even if played separate from the event. Emotional contagion is
the mechanism where music will induce an emotion because the listener identifies the emotional
expression of the music and tries to imitate it. A song with a fast beat could be perceived as
happy and could induce happiness in the listener because of that. Visual imagery refers to the
mechanism were the listener conjures up visual images when hearing the music and the
emotions occur because of how the images and the music interact. Episodic memory refers to
when the music causes the listener to remember a memory of a past event that occurred in their
life and this process induces an emotion in the listener. Musical expectancy refers to the
mechanism in which the listener expects the music to continue in a certain way and the emotion
is induce when music either confirms this expectation, violates it or delays it.
The framework presented by Juslin and Västfjäll could also prove to be applicable to sound
effects. Understanding the different mechanisms can be useful for sound design as some of
them work for sound effects to. For example, brain stem reflexes can be used in games where
the designer’s intention is to evoke a certain emotion in the player. Evaluative conditioning
makes it possible for the sound designer to induce emotions in players if they have a general
knowledge about the players background. An alarm sound is something that is used in real life
to make people aware that something is happening. An alarm in a game can be used for the
same effect or to create suspense in the player. Some of the mechanisms are harder to apply in
games though. Musical expectancy refers to one’s expectations about the continuation of music
specifically, but if modified it could also be applied to sound effects and how objects are
supposed to sound. Visual imagery could also be modified to fit sound effects. It could be hard
for sound designers to anticipate how sounds will conjure up memories in the player as the
episodic memory mechanism states that emotions will be induced because of these memories.

1.3 Music in Film
Game soundtracks and film soundtracks have some things in common. Music and emotion have
been studied in the context of film. In film, music is listened to in the context of a narrative and
accompanied by moving images. Within this context, the whole soundtrack in film contributes
a lot to the overall emotional experience of the film. Of all the elements in a film soundtrack,
music plays an especially important part for the experience. Cohen (2001) presents eight
functions that music has in films (and as well in games and other multimedia). It can have the
function to provide continuity between shots, communicate meaning, increase the sense of
3

reality, enhance aesthetics, help with relate with the characters, locations or themes in the
narrative, induce moods, direct attention, or mask sound. The six first of these functions adds
to emotional experience of film. These functions are not unique to music only as other sounds,
such as sound effects, serve them as well. These functions can be explained by two ways the
brain works: connections are learned and there are ingrained ways that the brain groups objects
into categories. Using these concepts, Cohen devised a framework that would explain how
viewers perceive congruence-association in films and moreover how film music communicates.
This framework incorporates the processing of three parts of film: visual, speech and music.
The framework explains that the viewer analyzes each of these parts for information to
comprehend a narrative. For the music, it means that the viewer analyzes the information (such
as tempo or pitch) to gain an emotional meaning.
According to Cohen, we can say film music contributes to the emotional experience if the six
criteria or laws of emotions are met. These laws of emotion are: control precedence, concern,
situational meaning, apparent reality, change, and closure. Film-music can regulate the emotion
response in the viewer, which fills the criteria of control precedence. Music in film also directs
the viewers’ attention to objects and help attribute a meaning to that object. This fulfills the law
of concern. The law of situational meaning states an emotion is derived from a situation and for
music it means the characteristics of that piece will induce a certain emotion. Music also gives
the narrative a sense of reality, which fulfills the law of apparent reality that states that a
stimulus must represent an interpreted reality. The law of change states that emotions are
derived from and responds to change. Film-music provides a changing experience for the
viewer that makes them have assumptions. The last criterium is the law of closure that explains
that the emotion the viewer has is absolute and cannot be affected by outside influence or even
conscious control. The music in film evokes emotions that the viewing audience has no control
over and are not conscious of. As music fulfills all criteria mentioned, it can be presumed that
it contributes to the emotional experience of a film.
Sound effects are not included in Cohen’s framework as she argues it would make it more
complex and that there is a lack of research on these sounds. Cohen means that sound effects
have their own grammar rules for the for how they are used. Because if this, if they were to be
included they would constitute their own separate part. The way music works in film is not
unlike from how sound effects works in games.
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1.4 Games vs Film
Ekman (2008) discusses sound in games and film, and what differs between them. Games are
different from film as games are an interactive media while film is linear. Game sounds are
often designed using a similar approach to that of film sound, though this might not be the most
effective approach. The interactivity in games create challenges that sound must adapt to in
order to maintain an emotional impact in the player, challenges that are not existent in film. Just
as the appraisal theory can help to understand how film evokes emotions in a viewer, it can help
us understand sound and emotion in games. The viewer connects to the film by witnessing the
events and invest in them, while at same time not being an active part. The viewer also appraises
the fictional events as real and thus the events evokes emotions. The appraisal theory states
that there are two kinds of emotions in film: empathetic F emotions and non-empathetic A
emotions. The F emotions are the emotions the viewer feel that are related to narrative and when
the viewer feels empathy to the characters in the story. The A emotions are related to the sensory
reactions the viewer has.
Emotions in games are the opposite, the player is interacting and controlling. This interactivity
also makes the appraisal theory appropriate for games as the active part gives the player a frame
to consider actions taken. In games there is a third emotion: gameplay emotion or G emotion.
The gameplay emotions are the emotions the player has in the context of progressing in the
game. Sound has a different emotional driving role for the two mediums. For example, in film
it is to make the things appearing on screen seem real, which is needed in order for the viewer
to perceive emotions. Sounds in games have the role to support gameplay, which helps the
player complete their goals and progress in the game. In both mediums, sound can evoke
pleasure or displeasure. Some sounds like musical score can evoke emotions even though they
might be unrelated to the story, which in a way is a contradiction in appraisal theory. This might
suggest that there exists an unconscious emotion that are caused by attributes unrelated to the
story. These emotions might later be incorrectly attributed to some other objects or events
presented, as emotions must have an object to focus on. To better use sound in games for an
emotional effect, Ekman suggests a move from focusing on how music induce emotion to how
sound effects can do that and that a focus on unconscious emotion can prove helpful for that.
The appraisal theory provides an understanding to how sound effects in games work to create
an emotional engagement for the player. It also helps designer realize that the way to induce
the emotions is to make sure that the sound effects support the gameplay and helps the player
progress. The sound effects enable progress for the player, which since the player wants to
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progress in the game, the sound effects are meaningful and emotionally charged. The
unconscious emotion could also be useful when designing sound effects as the player might
misattribute some of the sound effects to unrelated events or objects. This can also be explained
by the framework presented by Juslin and Västfjäll (2008).

1.5 Emotions from Sound Effects
In game sound design, the designers try to create certain kinds of emotional experiences which
are appropriate for genre and narrative. Toprac & Abdel-Meguid (2010) note that, for example,
horror games try to induce fear and anxiety. Emotional experiences are very subjective though.
So how can a sound designer predict and create a sound that will have affect on the listener.
Toprac & Abdel-Meguid consider the emotions of fear and anxiety from four perspectives to
explain how sounds can induce them or the very least represent them: Darwinian theory of
emotions, cognitive theory, James-Lange theory, and social constructivist theory. The
Darwinian theory claims that there are several so called basic emotions that are prevalent in all
humans independent of culture and upbringing. Some examples of basic emotions are rage,
grief, ecstasy and vigilance. Each of these basic emotions have several levels of intensity, for
example the basic emotion of terror has the less intense levels of fear and then apprehension.
The cognitive theory (or appraisal theory) states that an emotion is caused when a person
evaluates an event or change in relation to a goal. This then causes the person to be ready to act
in a way and the emotion is experienced as a sensation, either positive or negative. The JamesLange perspective also uses appraisals to explain emotions. When the body responds to a
stimulus, the reaction is unconsciously evaluated and appraised. For example, when a person
jumps because of stimulus, the brain might credit that reaction as caused for being scared.
Finally, the social constructivist theory explains that emotions are learned through and
influenced by the culture in which the person lives. This is done to maintain social relationships.
A person might be scared of something because their parents or friends are scared of that thing.
If the person is not scared of that thing, it might hurt their relationship with the parents or
friends. Sound effects have the potential to affect listeners in all the ways presented above. That
means that if sound designers understand them, they could design for them.
Toprac & Abdel-Meguid (2010) focus on negative emotions in video games. They suggest that
when designing sound for games, the three most important properties that sound designer can
use to induce fear or anxiety are timing, volume and source. Timing refers to synchronization
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between sound and picture, volume refers to the loudness of the sound, and source refers to the
sound source. Volume can be used differently depending on the intentions of the designer. Fear
can be evoked by using loud sounds and shocking the player, anxiety is evoked by using softer
sounds that will put the player in suspense. Timing also have different ways it can be used if it
is fear that is the sought-after emotion or if it is anxiety. Sound effects can play at the same time
as a game event happens, like an enemy appearing, to cause fear. It can also be a slow process
where the sound is heard first and warns the player of the enemy’s presence, which might cause
anxiety or suspense. The source of a sound can cause fear it is seen or anxiety if it is unknown.
The different schools of thought give sound designers some insight into how designer can use
sounds to evoke emotions in games. The Darwinian theory about basic emotions could mean
that emotions can be induced in everyone, regardless of culture or upbringing. The James-Lange
perspective can be used to understand that feelings or emotion can be induced by making the
body react in different way, such as using loud noises to make players jump. The appraisal
theory makes it possible to understand that certain sounds can be used to make the players
assess a game in a certain way. Understanding the social constructivist theory means that the
player can be taught what to feel in certain situations by using sound. Together with the
knowledge of how the different sonic properties can affect emotions, it can be possible for a
sound designer to create sound effects that will induce specific emotions in a player.
The problem for sound designers is that not all listeners interpret, recognize or respond to
emotion in the same way, even in the case of basic emotions. According to the social
constructivist theory, how a player responds to emotions is tied to the cultural context in which
the players lives. As mentioned, there is little prior research in sound design to offer insight into
this problem. However, relatedly, non-verbal vocal communication has been studied. In a paper
by Sauter, Eisner, Ekman & Scott (2010), two different cultural groups were studied with the
aim to see if they could recognize basic emotions through non-verbal communication. It showed
that basic emotions were recognized between the two cultural groups, but it was harder to
recognize certain emotions over the cultural borders. Though experiences of emotions are
highly subjective, and the labels we give them differ widely, emotions can be categorized by
comparing them against two scales: valence and arousal. Valence describes if a stimulus is
perceived somewhere on scale of pleasant to unpleasant while arousal is what kind of activation
or energy the stimulus causes (Hagman, 2010). They are either positive, neutral or negative
(valence). The can also be associated with high energy, low arousal or somewhere between
(arousal). In Sauter et al (2010), negative emotions could be recognized between the two
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cultures more consistently, while the positive emotions were communicated were specific to
certain cultures. If negative emotions are more consistently perceived, then it is likely that the
findings of Toprac & Abdel-Meguid (2010) may generalizable. This would mean that different
types of players would be able to perceive negative emotions in game sound. But negative
emotions are not the only kind of emotions in games, games can also involve positive emotions.
This raises the question if positive emotions can be controlled in ways that are similar to the
ones presented by Toprac & Abdel-Meguid (2010).

1.6 Aims and purpose
This study aims to investigate if players can perceive positive emotions in sound effects. This
will be done by asking if certain sound effects are more appropriate for certain emotional
contexts. The aim of this study is not to find a specific designing technique to be able to evoke
positive emotions, but instead it focuses on if sound effects themselves can contain emotional
content and specifically positive emotions. The purpose is to inform game sound design. These
findings will help to see if sound effects can affect how a person perceives the emotional content
of a scene. This will help sound designers know if they can enhance the emotional context of a
scene positively with the help of sound effects or if it is something that is a waste of time.

2. Method
2.1 Overview
For the study, a listening test was conducted that consisted of two parts and collected
quantitative and qualitative data. 23 subjects participated in the test and they were all students
at Luleå University of Technology from media and music programs. In the first part, the
subjects were tasked with listening to four different sound effects of fire and then filling out a
questionnaire for each sound where they picked which out of a set number of descriptive words
that they thought suited the sound. The aim of this test was to see if subjects voluntarily chose
descriptions that implied emotional content. In the list of words, some emotional descriptors
were included, but those choices were mixed in with descriptions that implied no emotional
content whatsoever. So, the subjects could easily reject any emotional attributions. There were
also choices for both positive and negative emotions. In the second part, the subjects controlled
a character in game level that consisted of a room and were tasked with reading a short
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description of a scenario that implied positive emotions that would take place in the room
sometime in the future. The subjects then listened to four sounds of fire, had to pick one that
they thought suited the scenario and motivate their choice. The aim of this test was to see if
positive emotion was a motivating factor in the subjects’ choice of sound effect. Instructions
were given to the subjects in order to encourage them to make choices based on perceived rather
than highly subjective induced emotions. They were instructed to motivate the sound they chose
using their own words. This was done to see if they used any emotional descriptions in their
motivations without being instructed to do so. Also, of interest in this study is the choice of
sound effect. Is there a preferred fire sound for this room/scenario and if so, what are its
attributes? Can these attributes be associated with positive emotions (e.g., high energy,
brightness, etc.)?

2.2 Audio stimuli design and pre-studies
A total of four sounds were used in the test and had a length of seven seconds. Each sound was
of a fire burning and the aim was that each sound should be distinct from each other, but still
be suitable in size, energy and other attributes for an indoor fireplace. Fire was chosen because
it can be both have positive and negative associations. The sounds used in the test were
downloaded from three different sources: freesound.org (2019), audiojungle.net (2019) and
Sound Ideas Series 6000 (1992). To choose what sounds that were going to be used in the test,
several pre-studies were conducted. The participants in the pre-studies were four audio
engineering students from Luleå University of Technology that had all completed a game sound
course and had experience with sound design. All the participants did the pre-study as a group
in one of the group rooms at Piteå Musikhögskola. The stimuli were played through two
Genelec 1030 loudspeakers and the video was shown on a 40″ TV. To determine the stimuli’s
suitability, the participants were asked if they perceived similarities with the four sounds and if
the sounds fit the fireplace in the game level equally well. If all the physical characteristics of
the sounds fit similarly well in terms of the size of the fire and correspondence to the graphics
then there is a greater chance that subjects may draw on other factors to motivate a decision,
then the subjects may focus on other motivating factors to base their choices on. The
participants were first asked how they perceived the physical similarities between the four
sounds. They were then shown a video of the fireplace in the game level while they listened to
the sounds again. They were then asked how well the sounds fit the video.
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After the first pre-study, one of the sounds had to be replaced and some processing had to be
made to all sounds. This was done in response to comments made by the participants that some
sounds did not fit the visuals. A second pre-study was conducted with these revised stimuli and
the participants were asked same questions. The second pre-study was conducted in a computer
room at Piteå Musikhögskola. The participants were also able to play the game level on a
computer and listen to sounds in that environment through headphones. In the game level, the
player could control the avatar and walk around the room as they wanted. Besides movement
controls, the only other control the player had was to play the sound effects for the fire. Each
of the four sounds had a corresponding number key that when pressed would play the fire sound
effect. The sound would originate from the fireplace in order to make it seem as if that it made
those sounds. After the second pre-study, still more processing had to be made to the sounds
and one of the sounds were replaced. After this had been done, two of the four participants
listened to sounds again and where asked if they confirmed that the sounds were similarly
appropriate for the visual scene presented, yet still distinctive. The aim was that in the main
experiment, each sound would depict an indoor fireplace but was supposed to be distinct and
different from each other in order to have four unique sounds that potentially could be perceived
to have different emotional content.
To be able to differentiate between the sounds in this study, they are named A, B, C, D. Sound
A1 and B2 were downloaded from freesound.org (2019), while Sound C3 was downloaded from
audiojungle.net (2019) and Sound D was taken from Sound Ideas Series 6000 (1992). The
stimuli were different in spectral energy, wind, crackles and pops. Each sound was seven
seconds long and were normalized to approximately the same sound level. See figure 1, 2, 3
and 4 for comparison of spectral analysis of the sounds. The spectral analysis was done using,
FabFilters Pro Q 3 (2018) an iZotope RX 6 Audio Editor (2017). Each figure is divided into
two images. The first shows the average frequency curve for the sound. The second image
shows the entire sound and how the spectral data is distributed.

1

https://freesound.org/people/ceich93/sounds/263864/
https://freesound.org/people/reinsamba/sounds/18766/
3
https://audiojungle.net/item/fireplace/23129107
2
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Figure 1 - Spectral analysis of Sound A
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Figure 2 - Spectral analysis of Sound B
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Figure 3- Spectral analysis of Sound C
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Figure 4- Spectral analysis of Sound D

2.3 Visual stimuli design and pre-studies
For the experiment, a game level played in first-person was created using Unreal Engine 4. To
design the game level, two pre-studies were conducted were the participants were four audio
engineering students from Luleå University of Technology that all had completed a game sound
course and had some experience with level designing for games. These pre-studies were
conducted at the same time as the one for the audio stimuli and the four subjects used were the
14

same. The results from these pre-studies were that changes had to be made to the lighting in
room, both from the fireplace and other light sources. Several windows and furniture were also
added to room. This all done so that the room would convey a neutral mood and not an overly
positive or negative one.
For the main experiment, six instances of the same level were created and each of the four
stimuli were implemented in a level. This was done in order to create six possibilities for how
the sounds were ordered. That way, a certain randomization could be done for the sounds so
that all subjects did not listen to sounds in the same order. The visual assets used to create the
game level were collected from several websites providing 3D models and textures. These
websites were Sketchfab.org (2019), textures.com (2019) and turbosquid.com (2019). The aim
was to create a room that conveyed that someone lived there and had a neutral mood without
being associated with a positive or negative emotion. The focus in the room was a fireplace that
the player spawned in front of and facing. The player was able to move around in the room as
they wanted, though there were no objects to interact with. There were no other sounds in the
room besides the fire sounds. These fire sounds did not play continuously, as they were
triggered by the subject using the number keys on the keyboard. Figure 5 and 6 depicts
screenshots taken from the game level.

Figure 5 - Fireplace and spawn position in game level
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Figure 6 - Game level created for test

2.4 Main study procedure
The listening test consisted of two parts and the subjects were given verbal instructions for the
procedure of the listening test before they started. All instructions were given in Swedish. See
Appendix A for written instructions given to subjects. Both parts of the test had randomized
sequences for the sounds so that all subjects would not listen to them in same order. Before the
first part of the listening test, the subjects filled out a form containing demographic data. They
16

were asked how many hours per week they played video games, what listening they used, what
platforms they played on, and what genres they played. Demographic data was taken with the
goal that it would be analyzd to see if any correlation could be made to the choices made by the
subjects, though because of time constraints this was never done. When they had filled out the
form, they were given the instructions for the first part of the test.
The listening test was carried out in L131, a computer room at Piteå Musikhögskola, on two
PC’s. For listening, two pairs of Beyerdynamic DT 770 headphones were used. The volume
was set to similar level on both computers and used the computers’ internal volume control,
which was set at 22. The audio could not be adjusted by the subject. There were 23 subjects
that participated in the study and were students at Luleå University of Technology from
different programs. To participate in the test, the subjects had to have none or little experience
with sound design for games and they had to play games somewhat regularly. Subjects with
experience in audio technology were screened out. This was done in order to have subjects that
did not have the reasoning and vocabulary as a trained sound designer or audio engineer could
have. The goal was to see if these subjects, representative of typical game players, would ascribe
emotion to sound effects they heard. The sound level was the same for all participants and they
were instructed that it could not be changed. The listening test took around 10-15 minutes for
the subjects to complete, though no time was recorded.
In the first part, the subjects were tasked with listening to the four sounds of a fire without any
visual stimuli and fill out forms where they had to choose descriptive word that they thought
suited the sounds. Each sound had a paper form and on the forms were 14 descriptive words
and an option to write any other description that the subject thought was missing. The 14 words
were seven pairs of words that were opposite from each other. The words were bass, low
frequencies (basig, låg frekvens), bright, high frequencies (ljus, hög frekvens), thin (tunn), fullbodied (fylligt), narrow (smal), wide (bred), dull (dov), crackling (knastrig), suggests a
positive emotion (föreslår en positiv känsla), suggests a negative emotion (föreslår en negativ
känsla), windy (blåsig), quiet (tyst), high energy (hög energi), low energy (låg energi). The
words were chosen by the author after listening to the sounds and from the descriptions used
by the participants of the pre-study. The subjects could listen to sounds as many times as they
wanted and there was no time limit. The subjects were given a pair of Beyerdynamnic DT770
headphones in order to listen to sounds and an Akai LPD8 MIDI controller to that they used to
control what sounds they listened to. Four drum pads on the controller were used to play the
sounds and they were marked so accordingly. The volume was set using the computer’s internal
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volume control, which was set at 22. The audio could not be adjusted by the subject. They were
also told that they could listen to sounds in any order they wanted, but that they had to make
sure that they filled out the right answer form for the right sound. The MIDI controller was
connected to a laptop that was placed in a way so that the subject could not see the screen. The
controller was connected to a DAW, Reaper (Cockos, 2019), and controlled the sampler
ReaSamplOMatic5000 (Cockos, 2019).
In the second part, the subjects were tasked with playing the game level. When they felt ready,
they were given a paper with one scenario written on it. The scenario conveyed a clear positive
mood. As this study only focuses on positive emotions, multiple scenarios could have made the
subject vary of the actual question asked by the researcher and tried to please by answering in
a way that would not be on a fast and surface impression. The scenario primed the subjects for
their experiences of the game level because emotional responses are usually based in very fast,
surface impressions. It created a context and set their expectations. For this part of the test, the
subjects could only listen to each sound once. The reason for this is that would encourage the
subject to base their motivation on a fast and surface impression. Emotional responses are
usually based on very fast, surface impressions and in surface features that are detected quickly.
This limit of one-play does encourage subjects to attend to features that are associated with
emotional content. However, if they are not naturally inclined to think “emotion”, it does not
prevent them from using other surface criteria for their selection. If the subjects were allowed
to listen each sound more than once, could have encouraged them to focus and consider the
non-emotional attribute more closely. However, the research question is: can perceive positive
emotions in sound effects? Repeated plays would address whether subjects prioritized
emotional content in decisions, not whether emotion is perceptible. The subjects were told to
see themselves as sound designers for the scenario. The reason for telling them to be the sound
designers was to remove them as participants from scenario and instead make them am
observer. In this way, the test tried to encourage subjects to make choices based on perceived
rather than highly subjective induced emotions. This is the scenario they read, translated from
Swedish by the author:
“In a short while, a party will be held here. It is Anna's friends who will hold a surprise party
to celebrate her birthday. Anna loves surprises and she will appreciate what her friends do for
her”.
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After reading the scenario the subjects listened to the four sounds with the goal to choose one,
they thought suited the scenario and motivate in their own words why they chose the sound that
they did. After they had filled out the form, the test was finished.

2.5 Method of analysis
2.5.1 Quantitative data
The results from the two parts of the listening tests were collected from the forms and ordered
according to which sound and later motivation used. In the first part, the descriptive attributes
chosen by subjects for each of the four sounds is presented in four separate bar diagrams. The
significance will be tested using binomial distribution. With a significance level of 0,05, the
critical value is 16. See Appendix D for cumulative values. So, any attribute that is chosen 16
or more times are statistically significant as an attribute for the sound. Of particular interest are
the two choices pertaining to emotion (Suggests a positive/negative emotion) to see if any of
those emotions are a significant attribute for the sound. In addition to testing for significance
for each emotion attribute, the two responses will also be combined to test whether emotion is
a significant factor in selection at all.
In the second part, the choices of sounds for the scenario will be presented in a bar diagram and
the significance for distribution will be calculated using Chi Square as a goodness of fit. To
calculate it, Social Science Statistics calculator (Socscistatistics.com, 2019) for Chi Square as
a goodness of fit was used, to test the significance will be α=0.05 and a dof 3, while the
probability will be p=0.25.

2.5.2 Qualitative data
The qualitative data from the second part of the test will be coded so that the descriptive and
motivating words used by the subjects can be presented in a table. The words will also be further
categorized into smaller groups/themes that contains words with similar meaning and
implication so that it is able to see if certain themes are used more frequent. The qualitative data
in this part will also be used to group the subjects into what motivated them to pick a sound:
emotional content or for the sound to fit the location/situation. This data will also be used to
divide the subjects into groups based on what motivated them to choose a sound.
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3. Results and analysis
This chapter will present the quantitative and qualitative data collected from the subjects. This
data has also been analyzed and categorized to see trends and tendencies. The quantitative data
will present all the choices of attributes and sounds for the scenario that the subjects made. The
qualitative data will be presented in tables and has been categorized to see what sorts of words
the subjects used for motivating their choice of sound to fit the scenario.

3.1 Quantitative data
Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 shows how many of the subjects picked an attribute as an attribute for
the sound. See Appendix D for cumulative values.

Sound A

Number of subjects

25

20

15

10

5

0

Figure 7

In Sound A two attributes showed significance: Bright, high frequencies (n=17) and Crackling
(n=19). Neither positive nor negative emotion showed any significance. However, when these
were combined, emotion as a factor/attribute was significant (n=16).
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Sound B

Number of subjects

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 8

In Sound B four attributes showed significance: Thin (n=19), Crackling (n=21), Quiet (n=19),
and Low energy (n=16). Neither positive nor negative emotion showed any significance.
Neither when these were combined did emotion as a factor/attribute show any significance.

Sound C
Number of subjects

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 9

In Sound C four attributes showed significance: Bass, low frequencies (n=20), Full-bodied
(n=20), Dull (n=16), and Windy (n=20). Neither positive nor negative emotion showed any
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significance. However, when these were combined, emotion as a factor/attribute was significant
(n=17).

Sound D

Number of subjects

25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 10

In Sound D two attributes showed significance: Bright, high frequencies (n=17) and Crackling
(n=22). Neither positive nor negative emotion showed any significance. Neither when these
were combined did emotion as a factor/attribute show any significance.
Figure 11 shows distribution of the subjects choices among the four sounds when choosing a
sound to fit the scenario. To see if the distribution of the answers was statistically significant,
Chi Square was used. The results show it had a Chi Square value of 0.826 and a p-value of
.84322. This shows that the result is not significant at p < .05.
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Preferred sound for scenario
8

Number of sbujects

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Sound A

Sound B

Sound C

Sound D

Figure 11

In the first part of the listening test, out of the 23 subjects, 19 chose a positive emotion for at
least one of the sounds. The results from the second part of the test shows that not all 19 subjects
were consistent with their choice, as some of the them picked a sound that they had not tagged
as positive. Figure 12 shows how many subjects were consistent and inconsistent with their
choice. Four of the subjects that were inconsistent with their choice, had tagged the sound they
picked for the scenario as negative in first part.
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Sounds tagged as positive and sound chosen
for scenario

9

Inconsistent

10

Consistent

Figure 12 - Numbers indicates how many subjects in each category

3.2 Qualitative data
The qualitative data provided by each subject was coded based on the words used for motivating
their choices in the second part of the listening test. All the words were given in Swedish by the
subjects and have been translated by the author. The words are categorized into four groups:
Emotion motivation, Location motivation, Sound Quality attributes, and Physical attributes.
The group Emotion collects motivations that has an emotional meaning. In Location, visual
attributes that are connected to the game level and scenario are grouped together. Sound Quality
collects motivations that are attributed to the quality of the sound. The fourth group Physical
Attributes collects motivations that describes the sounds in a way that is related to sound
attributes. See Appendix E for motivational words used per subjects.
Tables 1 to 7 presents the words used by the subjects for motivating the sound effect chosen to
fit the scenario. These words are then grouped to form themes and each theme contains words
that hold similar meaning and connotation. The name for each theme is chosen by the author.
This is done in order to see what kinds of motivational qualities were used by the subjects and
if there were any common themes.
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 presents the words used by the subjects for motivating their choice of a
sound effect and groups the words to form different themes of motivation. Figure 13 compiles
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the four tables and presents a quick overview for how many unique words are in each theme.
Each color represents one of the groups

Number of unique words in each theme
8

Number of unique word

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure 13 – Blue indicates Emotion motivation, yellow indicates Location motivation, green indicates Sound quality
attributes, and red indicates Physical attributes

Table 1 shows the grouped words that the subjects used to motivate with an emotional quality
and contains the following themes: Comfort, Intensity, Valence and Conflict. Comfort groups
words that has a soothing or comforting meaning. Intensity groups words that describe the
intensity in an emotional sense. The theme Valence groups the words that suggests a positive
emotion. Conflict groups the words that has suggests a conflicting relation to the situation.
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Table 1

Kinds of emotions

Occurrences

Comfort
Warm

7

Cozy

6

Welcoming

2

Homey

2

Atmospheric

1

Safe

1

Harmonious

1

Intensity
Calm

5

Not/less intense

2

Controlled

2

Quiet

1

Valence
Positive

3

Fits emotion

1

Festive

1

Love

1

Conflict
Contrast

1

Tension

1

Something is going to

1

happen

Table 2 shows that shows the grouped motivations that the subjects used to fit the location
and contains the following themes: Realism and Environment. Realism groups words that are
connected by how well they fit the location. Environment groups words that describe the
location.
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Table 2

Kinds of locations

Occurrences

Realism
Lifelike

1

Realistic

1

Fits fire/room/scenario

7

Natural

1

Burns like the fire

1

Enviroment
Indoors

4

Filled the room

1

Table 3 shows that shows the grouped words used to describe sound quality and contains the
following themes: Volume and Penetrating. Volume groups words that describe the loudness
of the sound. The theme Penetrating groups the words that are describing how a sound is
heard in the soundscape.
Table 3

Kinds of sound quality Occurrences
attributes
Volume
Good sound level

2

Loud

1

Penetrating
Not piercing

1

Table 4 shows that shows the grouped words used to describe the physical attributes of the
sounds and contains the following themes: Gleam, Blunt, Energy, Ring and Low End. Gleam
groups words that describes high frequencies. Blunt groups words that describe sound that are
not sharp. The theme Energy groups the words the describes the energy in a sound. Ring
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groups the words that has a type of sound. The theme Low End groups the words that that
describes a low frequency content.
Table 4

Kinds of physical Occurrences
attributes
Gleam
Crackle

4

Sparkle

1

Blunt
Soft

1

Dull

2

Round

1

Full-bodied

3

Energy
More energy

1

Least windy

1

Ring
Tone

1

Low end
Bass

1

Tables 5, 6 and 7 presents the words used by the subjects for motivating why the other sound
effects not chosen were rejected. These words are then grouped to form different themes of
motivation. Figure 14 compiles the three tables and presents a quick overview for how many
unique words are in each theme. Each color represents one of the groups
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Number of unique words in each theme

Number of unique words

4

3

2

1

0

Figure 14 - Blue indicates Emotion motivation, yellow indicates Location motivation, and red indicates Physical attributes

Table 7 shows the grouped words that the subjects used to motivate that has an emotional
quality and contains the following themes: Menacing, Intensity, Uncomfort, Valence and Letup.
Menacing groups words that has described something that made the subjects feel unsafe.
Intensity groups words that describe the emotional intensity. Uncomfort groups words that does
not have a soothing or comforting meaning. The theme Valence groups the words that suggests
a negative emotion. Letup groups the words that has suggests a lull in the sound.
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Table 5

Kinds of emotion Occurrences
Menacing
Dangerous

2

Threatening

1

Intensity
Intense

1

Wild

1

Uncomfort
Not cozy

1

Not welcoming

1

Dark

1

Valence
Negative

1

Letup
Pause

1

Table 6 shows the grouped words that the subjects used to motivate to fit the location and
contains the following themes contains the following themes: Environment and Size.
Environment groups words that has a connection to the game level and location. Size groups
words that describe the perceived proportions.
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Table 6

Kinds of location

Occurrences

Environment
Outdoors

4

Rain

1

Windy

2

Size
Big

3

Table 7 shows the grouped words that the subjects used to describe the physical attributes of
the sounds and contains the following themes: Width, Vacant, Bright, and Noise. Width
groups words by their description of a sound’s broadness. Vacant groups words that describe
the lack of some property in the sound. The theme Bright groups the words that suggests a
high-pitched sound.
Table 7

Kinds of physical Occurrences
attribute
Width
Thin

3

Narrow

1

Vacant
Silent

1

Empty

1

Wimpy

1

Bright
Sparkle

1

Shrill

1
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Figure 15 shows the distribution of the subjects based on their motivation for choosing a sound
to the scenario presented to them. The subjects are placed into three groups based on what
motivations they gave: Emotion, Other, or Both. The Emotion-group indicates that the subjects
based their motivation on mostly emotional aspects. The Other-group indicates that the subjects
based their motivations mostly on location aspects, sound quality aspects or physical attributes
in the sounds. Subjects that based their motivation on roughly equal parts of Emotion and Other,
were placed in the Both-group. Figure 16 shows what sound the subjects in each of the three
categories chose for the scenario.

Motivation for choosing sound to scenario

Emotion

7

9

Other
Both

7

Figure 15 – Numbers indicate how many subjects in each category
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Motivation for choosing sound to scenario
8

Number of subjects

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
A

B
Emotion

C
Other

D

Both

Figure 16

4. Discussion
4.1 Quantitative data
One of the issues with focusing on positive emotions are that they are harder to more
consistently perceive, as showed by Sauter et al (2010). This was apparent in the quantitative
data collected. Of the four sounds, only two showed any significance that emotion was an
attribute for the sound. Neither positive nor negative emotions alone were significant as an
attribute. The findings by Sauter et al (2010) that showed how negative emotions were easier
to perceive than positive emotions, may help to explain why none of the results showed any
significance. This result could also be contrasted to the research by Toprac and Abdel-Meguid
(2010) that showed some generalizable results for negative emotions
An interesting result was how subjects perceived sounds when they did not have any visual
stimuli or scenario to relate to, as compared to when they had. The descriptions of the sounds
without the visual context did reveal motivating factors for the choice of sound in the second
part as half of the subjects were inconsistent with what they tagged as a positive sound. The
scenario and game level put them in another situation or frame of mind than the first part of the
experiment. Without anything to prime the subjects, they had to rely on their own experiences
and expectations. When they had some context to where the sound could be heard they changed
what aspects they thought were motivating factors for the choice of sound, and for almost half
the subjects the motivating factor does not seem to be perceived positive emotion content. This
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could also explain why four subjects chose a sound that they had given a negative attribute for
in the first part.

4.2 Qualitative data
The qualitative data showed that the two most frequently chosen themes to motivate a choice
of sound was Comfort and Realism. Even though comfort is not one basic emotion it is clearly
tied to a positive valence. The subjects chose a sound based if they thought that it fit the emotion
that the scenario conveyed or if it fit the room that they heard the sounds. To see that some
subjects chose sounds based on emotion could mean that they perceived an emotional content
in that sound, even if that did not show up in the quantitative data. Even though that the subject
population was not that diverse, they still had many differing perceptions on what a positive
emotion were. They had different motivations for why a sound was more preferred than the
others and they worded their motivation in different ways, even if they picked a sound based
on the same motivation.
One of the more interesting themes was Conflict which contained words that had a conflicting
meaning. Some subjects based their choice of a sound to somehow contrast with the scenario.
This means that some subjects chose a sound because the scenario is going to have a certain
energy/intensity and the fire should be in contrast with that. That is interesting as most subjects
who used an emotion as a motivation wanted the sound to have some kind of comforting
attribute. The idea that suspense and tension fit a positive scenario could almost seem
conflicting. It could be explained by the way the subjects received their instructions. They were
not directly in the party but had to imagine that it would happen sometime in the near future.
This anticipation that something is going to happen soon could have colored their response and
way of thinking. It would have been interesting to ask them more thoroughly what they meant
by that motivation.
Another interesting result was that Sound C was only chosen by its emotional content. The
sound itself had emotion as a significant attribute, but neither positive nor negative attribution
alone was significant. Marginally more subjects described it as negative in the first part of the
listening test, though this was not statistically significant. That only subjects that based their
motivation on emotion picked this sound could mean that they as a similar way of reasoning
for what should be included in a sound to fit the scenario. It could also mean that sound had
some aspects that fits the scenario.
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4.3 Critique of method
One possible drawback with the method used is that the attributes used in the first part could
have influenced what words the subjects used in the second part. It is not clear how any of the
subjects got influenced by these attributes for their own motivations. This could have been
negated with having the subjects use their own words int the first part, though the goal with
method was to see if the subjects considered emotion to be one of the attributes. If they used
their own words, the lack of an emotional attribution would not prove that they could not
perceive emotional content in the sound.
Another point of critique regarding the words are that the words could have different meaning
to different subjects. It could also be so that the subjects did not understand some of the words
and decided not to choose them. It could have been solved by using the pre-study to ask if these
words are understandable or fitting for the sounds. This could have been done using the trained
listeners in the pre-study conducted or a new group consisting of untrained listeners.
That the game did not have any player goals and that could have impacted the emotion felt by
subjects. Ekman (2008) spoke of G emotions and that the interactivity makes the player feel
goal-oriented emotions. Having those in the experiment would have made it more ecologically
valid.

4.4 Conclusion
This study has investigated if subjects can perceive any positive emotional content in sound
effects. This was investigated by conducting a test which were divide into two parts. The results
from the first part of the test showed that neither positive nor negative emotions alone were
significant as an attribute in any of the four sounds. Of the four sounds, only two showed any
significance that emotion alone was an attribute for the sound. Results from the second part of
the test showed that the two most common themes for the subjects to describe their motivation
for choice were Comfort and Realism. Even though the subject pool was not diverse, they were
divided in what motivated them to choose a sound for the scenario. More than a third of the
subjects based their choice only on if the sound matched the emotion of the scenario presented
while slightly less than a third based it only on to fit the location. The last third based it on both
emotion and location.
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4.5 Future research
Further research in this subject could use a similar experiment but focus on other sounds than
fire. The focus could change from positive to negative emotions depending on what sounds are
used. It could also be interesting to use a more like video game-like visual stimuli that has some
kind of goals that the subjects must complete and then have the subjects choose sound effects
for that scenario. This would make it ecologically valid for game sound. Another experiment
could use two scenarios: one that has a positive emotion and one that has a negative emotion.
But both scenarios use the same set of sounds and the same visual stimuli. That way it could be
investigated how a subject perceives a set of sound effects and what motivations they use.
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Appendix
Appendix A – Instructions for the listening tests (translated to English)
Part 1

You will hear four sounds of a fire. Your goal is then to go through all the questionnaires and
for every sound mark the descriptive words that you think suits. You can listen to each sound
as many times as you want and there is no time limit.

Controls:
The pads on the controller are labeled so that 1 plays sound 1, 2 plays sound 2 etc
Only the buttons labels will be used.
Only push one pad at the time and let the sound finish before pushing any pad again. If
multiple pads are pushed multiple sounds will play simultaneously.
Volume is set and can not be changed.

Part 2

You will get to play a game level that consists of a room. You will be able to control the
avatar and walk around the room. When you are ready, you will be given a scenario to read.
The scenario is a scene that will occur in the room soon. Imagine that you are the sound
designer that will choose a suiting sound for the scenario. After finishing reading the scenario
you get to listen to four sounds of a fire. Each sound is activated by the corresponding
numbers key on the keyboard. In this test the number of times that you can listen to a sound is
limited and each sound can only be played once, so start playing them when you feel ready.
When you have listened to all four sounds you write which sound you chose and motivate
why you chose it.

Controls:
WASD + mouse to control the avatar.
The number keys activate the sounds. Key 1 activate Sound 1, key 2 activates Sound 2 etc
The sounds of the fire can only be activated once!

Appendix B – Questionnaire for the first part of the listening test (in Swedish)
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Del 1
Försöksperson #_______
Ljud 1
Vilka av följande beskrivningar passar in på ljud 1?
Kryssa i alla beskrivningar som du tycker passar till ljudet

 Basig, låg frekvens
 Ljus, hög frekvens
 Tunn
 Fylligt
 Smal
 Bred
 Dov
 Knastrig
 Föreslår en positiv känsla
 Föreslår en negativ känsla
 Blåsig
 Tyst
 Hög energi
 Låg energi
 Annat (skriv om du saknar någon beskrivning)
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Försöksperson #_______

Ljud 2
Vilka av följande beskrivningar passar in på ljud 1?
Kryssa i alla beskrivningar som du tycker passar till ljudet

 Basig, låg frekvens
 Ljus, hög frekvens
 Tunn
 Fylligt
 Smal
 Bred
 Dov
 Knastrig
 Föreslår en positiv känsla
 Föreslår en negativ känsla
 Blåsig
 Tyst
 Hög energi
 Låg energi
 Annat (skriv om du saknar någon beskrivning)
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Försöksperson #_______
Ljud 3
Vilka av följande beskrivningar passar in på ljud 1?
Kryssa i alla beskrivningar som du tycker passar till ljudet

 Basig, låg frekvens
 Ljus, hög frekvens
 Tunn
 Fylligt
 Smal
 Bred
 Dov
 Knastrig
 Föreslår en positiv känsla
 Föreslår en negativ känsla
 Blåsig
 Tyst
 Hög energi
 Låg energi
 Annat (skriv om du saknar någon beskrivning)
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Försöksperson #_______
Ljud 4
Vilka av följande beskrivningar passar in på ljud 1?
Kryssa i alla beskrivningar som du tycker passar till ljudet

 Basig, låg frekvens
 Ljus, hög frekvens
 Tunn
 Fylligt
 Smal
 Bred
 Dov
 Knastrig
 Föreslår en positiv känsla
 Föreslår en negativ känsla
 Blåsig
 Tyst
 Hög energi
 Låg energi
 Annat (skriv om du saknar någon beskrivning)
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Appendix C – Questionnaire for the second part of the listening test (in
Swedish)
Försöksperson #_______
Del 2

Vilket av ljuden anser du är lämpligaste för scenariot? Välj ett av ljuden

 Ljud 1
 Ljud 2
 Ljud 3
 Ljud 4
Varför tycker du det ljudet var lämpligaste? Motivera ditt val
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Appendix D – Cumulative Binomial Distribution
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2,86102E-06
3,3021E-05
0,000244141
0,001299739
0,005311012
0,017344832
0,046569824
0,105019808
0,202436447
0,338819742
0,5
0,661180258
0,797563553
0,894980192
0,953430176
0,982655168
0,994688988
0,998700261
0,999755859
0,999966979
0,999997139
0,999999881
1

Appendix E – Motivational words used by each subject
Table 8 shows the words that the subjects used to motivate the sound that they chose for the
scenario. Table 9 shows the words that the subjects used to motivate why the other sounds
were rejected. The subjects missing in Table 9 did not use any motivation for the rejected
sounds.
Table 8

Motivation for the picked
sounds
Subject Emotion motivation Location
motivation
1
Harmonious
Calm
Contrast
2
Cozy

Sound
quality Physical
attributes
attributes
Crackle

Good sound level
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3

Cozy
Homey

4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
13

Lifelike
Fits the room
Homey
Festive
Warm
Cozy
Positive
Warm

Indoors
Indoors
Fits fire
Fits emotion
Something is going to Filled the room
happen
Welcoming
Warm
Warm
Indoors
Natural
Calm
Controlled
Cozy
Fits the scenario
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20
21
22

23

Not piercing

Least windy
Crackle

Dull
Round
Crackle

Indoors
Fits in background

15
16

18

More energy

Not intense
Controlled
Calm
Atmospheric

14

17

Bass

Loud
Realistic
Fits room
Calm
Cozy
Tension
Less intense
Warm
Safe
Positive
Cozy
Calm
Quiet

Good sound level

Sparkle
Tone

Fits scenario

Dull
Full-bodied

Fits fire

Soft

Warm
Warm
Love
Positive

Full-bodied

Fits fire
Burns a lot

Full-bodied
Crackle
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Table 9

Motivation for the rejected
sounds
Subject Emotion
Location
2
3

Not cozy
Pause

4
5
6
7
9
11
14
16

Big
Thin
Wimpy
Outdoors
Big

Threatening
Not welcoming
Negative
Intense

Sound
quality Physical
attributes
attributes

Rain

17

Wild

Outdoors
Big
Outdoors
Windy

20

Dangerous

Outdoors

21

Dangerous

Thin
Sparkle
Dark
Empty

Narrow
Shrill
Silent
Thin
Windy
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